outside looking in
by v. michael bove

omo, does anyone have any
suggestions on how we might
procure soups for x?

yes - the cat on the end
of the third row...

clearly you should
be a math-fraud
extension and take
more classes to compensate.

wait a minute! have you
taken that course that
students attending my lecture?

no cats here, professor -
just my cat.

you know... if you'd behave
yourself, i wouldn't have
to keep reminding you...

stanny, charly.

outside space
by bove

mr. stu

mr. stu, can i go
with you to the
first party tonight?

okay, andy, i'll
probably not be
embarrassed.

embarrass you?

yeah, don't say
anything stupid.

protestants should
be berated in tradition.

they have a lot of rituals
and things you're not used to.

students like secret handshakes.

and everybody's everybody else's
brother, like a family.

oh, you mean like
a male convent.

what religion are
they?

stickles

by geoff baskir

looking in
epic

v. michael

mr. stu

stanny

stop arguing!

get back
in your shell!

why don't
you go
to the
infirmary?

my head...

hello, is
this the
infirmary?

i'm calling

to cancel
my doctor's
appointment.

i'm too sick

to make it...

by bill spitzak

space epic

the crack team of brilliant
scientists explores earth...

are you kidding?

my planet.

it's not

that good.

the type

of planet

it's called

ahh...

yes, it

troubles

a lot

you.

the type

in which you

call air.

and how

are

those
dead

people?

hi, you two.

enough.

mr. stu

mr. stu, can i go
with you to the
first party tonight?

okay, andy, i'll
probably not be
embarrassed.

embarrass you?

yeah, don't say
anything stupid.

protestants should
be berated in tradition.

they have a lot of rituals
and things you're not used to.

students like secret handshakes.

and everybody's everybody else's
brother, like a family.

oh, you mean like
a male convent.

what religion are
they?

ATTENTION ! ! !

mit seniors & graduate students ! ! !

Do you enjoy working with people?
Are you good at solving problems?

Become a

graduate resident
in an

undergraduate living group ! ! !

See Beth Farad in Room 7-133 for more information and an application.

the technology
and culture seminar
at mit

and the finite
earth seminar
will sponsor
a public forum

democracy
on trial

professor
richard a. falk
princeton university

monday, march 2
4:30 pm
room 9-150
mit

informal supper and discussion
following in dining room 2